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INTRODUCTION : 
Green selling isn't reaching to be a simple conception. 
Green marketing refers to the process of delivering the 
higher standards of living through the marketing of the 
products that are presumed to be environmentally safe. 
Green selling is additionally referred to as environmental 
selling and ecological selling. Adoption of green 
marketing is not may not be easy in short run but it will 
give long run impact on society. Green selling includes a 
broad vary of activities like product modification, 
changes to the production processes, packaging changes 
as well as modifying advertising. 
McCarthy classified the 4 P’s of marketing as Product, 
Price, Place and Promotion but in the era of Green 
marketing there is 3 more P’s like People, Profits and 
Planet. As resources area unit restricted and human 
needs area unit unlimited, it is important for the 
marketers to utilize the resources efficiently without 
waste as well as to achieve the organization's objective. 
So green marketing is inevitable. There is growing need 
among the consumers all over the world regarding the 
protection of the environment. As per J. Polonsky, 
inexperienced selling will be outlined as, “All the 
activities designed to come up with and facilitate any 
exchange supposed to satisfy human desires or needs 
with marginal  human desires or needs with marginal 
damaging input on our setting.” inexperienced selling 
also can ends up in social responsibility arena of the 
organization. 

 
WHAT IS GREEN MARKETING? 
Green selling is that the selling of environmentally 
friendly product and services. It is changing into  
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additional fashionable as additional individuals become involved with environmental problems and judge that 
they require to pay their cash in a very manner that's kinder to the earth. Green selling will involve variety of 
various things, like making associate degree eco-friendly product, using eco-friendly packaging, adopting 
sustainable business practices, or focusing marketing efforts on messages that communicate a product’s green 
benefits. This type of selling will be costlier, but it can also be profitable due to the increasing demand. For 
example, product created regionally in North America tend to be costlier than those created overseas 
victimization low-cost labor, but they have a much smaller carbon footprint because they don’t have to fly 
across the globe to get here. For some customers and business homeowners, the environmental benefit 
outweighs the price difference. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
To know the idea of green marketing 
To study impacts or importance of green marketing. 
To study the challenges and the four P of Green Marketing 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

Data goes to be collected through Annual Report of firms, Books, Journals, Magazines and other related 
literature. 
 
IMPACTS OR IMPORTANCE OF GREEN MARKETING: 

Green selling affects absolutely the health of individuals and therefore the ecological setting. 
People area unit tuned in to pure product and pure strategies of manufacturing, using, and disposing 

the product. It encourages integrated efforts for purity in production and consumption further. 
 

We can witness following impacts of green marketing: 
1. Now, people are insisting pure products – edible items, fruits, and vegetables based on organic farming. The 
number of individuals seeking eater food is on rise. 
2. Reducing use of plastics and plastic-based products. 
3. Raised consumption of flavored product rather than processed product. 
4. Recommending use of leaves rather than plastic pieces; jute and textile luggage rather than plastic carrying 
luggage. 
5. Increasing use of bio-fertilizers (made of agro-wastes and wormy-composed) instead of chemical fertilizers 
(i.e. organic farming), and minimum use of pesticides. 
6. Worldwide efforts to recycle wastes of client and industrial product. 
7. Increased use of herbal medicines, natural therapy, and Yoga. 
8. Strict provisions to protect forests, flora and fauna, protection of the rivers, lakes and seas from pollutions. 
9. International restrictions on production and use of harmful weapons, atomic tests, etc. 
Various organizations of several countries have formulated provisions for protecting ecological balance. 
10. More emphasis on social and environmental accountability of producers. 
11. Imposing strict norms for pollution control. Consideration of pollution management efforts and eco-
technology in subsidization IS), ISO 9000, or ISO 14000 certificates and other awards. 
12. Declaration of fifth June because the World setting Day. 
13. Strict legal provisions for limiting duplication or adulteration. 
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14. Establishing many national and international agencies to watch efforts and activities of business 
corporations in relation pollution management and production of eco-friendly product. 
GREEN PRODUCTS AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS 

The product those area unit factory-made through inexperienced technology which caused no 
environmental hazards area unit referred to as inexperienced product. 

Promotion of inexperienced technology and inexperienced product is critical for conservation of natural 
resources and property development. 

 
We can define green products by following measures: 
• Products those are originally grown, 
• Products those are recyclable, reusable and biodegradable, 
• Products with natural ingredients, 
• Products containing recycled contents, non-toxic chemical, 
• Products contents under approved chemical, 
• product that don't hurt or bemire the setting, 
• Products that will not be tested on animals, 
• Products that have eco-friendly packaging i.e. reusable, refillable containers etc. 
 
The Four Ps of Green Marketing 

Business visionaries wanting to misuse rising inexperienced market either by distinguishing client's 
natural wants or by growing ecologically dependable things to possess less result than contenders. 
Product: That can be reused or reused. Proficient things, that spare water, vitality or fuel, spare money and 
reduce ecological result. Products with naturally capable bundling. McDonalds, for instance, changed their 
bundling from polystyrene clamshells to paper. Products with inexperienced names, the length of the offer 
substantiation. 
Organic items — numerous customers are set up to pay a premium for natural items, which offer guarantee of 
value. Natural butchers, for instance, advance the additional qualities, for example, taste and delicacy. Whatever 
the item or administration, guarantee that items meet or surpass the quality desires of clients and is altogether 
tried. 
 Price: Estimating may be a basic element of the selling mix. Most clients are set up to pay a premium if there is 
a view of extra item esteem. This quality could be increased execution, capacity, outline, visual bid or taste. 
Natural benefits area unit ordinarily a special reward but can of times be the integral part between results of 
equivalent value and quality. Ecologically conscious things, be that because it might, are regularly less costly 
when item life cycle expenses are mulled over, for instance fuel-effective vehicles, water-proficient printing and 
non-hazardous products. 
Place: the choice of wherever associate degreed once to form an item accessible considerably affects the 
shoppers being force in. Not terribly many consumers build a special effort to get inexperienced things merely 
for it. Advertisers wanting to effectively gift new inexperienced things need to, as a rule, position them 
extensively in the commercial center so they are not simply engaging a little green specialty market. The area 
ought to likewise be reliable with the image that a company has to extend. 
The area should separate a company from its rivals. This can be accomplished by in-store advancements and 
externally participating showcases or utilizing reused materials to underline the natural and completely different 
benefits. 
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Promotion: Elevating items and administrations to target markets incorporates paid publicizing, advertising, 
deals advancements, direct showcasing and on location advancements. Keen inexperienced advertisers can have 
the capability to fortify natural credibility by utilizing affordable showcasing and specialized apparatuses and 
practices. For instance, various organizations within the monetary fund business area unit giving electronic 
proclamations by email, e-marketing is quickly supplanting more conventional showcasing strategies, and 
printed materials can be delivered utilizing reused materials and proficient procedures, for example, waterless 
printing. Retailers, for instance, perceive the estimation of collusions with different organizations, ecological 
gatherings and examination associations while advancing their natural duty. To decrease the use of plastic sacks 
and advance their inexperienced responsibility, some retailers supply searching packs, under the pennant of the 
Go Green Environment Fund. The way to fruitful green advertising is believability. Never exaggerate ecological 
claims or build up implausible needs, and impart basically and through sources that individuals trust. Advance 
your green qualifications and accomplishments. Broadcast stories of the corporate area unit natural honors 
come to profile ecological accreditations to shoppers and partners. 
 
GREEN MARKETING-CHALLENGES 

In spite of the actual fact that an in depth variety of companies area unit honing inexperienced 
promoting, it is not a simple employment as there are various issues which should be tended to while executing 
Green showcasing. The real difficulties that inexperienced showcasing should be confronted are: 
 
1. New Concept-Indian educated and concrete shopper is obtaining a lot of conscious concerning the 
advantages of inexperienced things. Be that because it might, it is still another idea for the masses. 
The buyer ought to be taught and created conscious of the natural dangers. The new green developments need 
to achieve the masses and that will take a great deal of time and exertion. 
2. Price Factor-Green showcasing includes advertising of inexperienced items/administrations, green innovation, 
green influence/vitality for which a ton of cash must be spent on R&D programs for their advancement and 
resulting special comes that eventually might prompt swollen expenses. 
3. Convincing shoppers the shoppers might not place stock within the association's system of inexperienced 
promoting, the firm accordingly ought to guarantee that they embrace every single conceivable measure to 
persuade the shopper concerning their inexperienced item, the most ideal choice is by executing Eco-marking 
plans. Once in a while the clients may likewise not will to pay the additional cost for the items. 
4. Sustainability-Initially the advantages area unit low since renewable and reclaimable things and 
inexperienced advances area unit a lot of pricey. Green showcasing will be fruitful just in long run. 
Consequently the business has to anticipate long run rather than transient methodology and set up for identical, 
in the meantime it ought to abstain from falling into bait of deceptive practices to make benefits in short term. 
5. Non Cooperation-The organizations honing inexperienced showcasing ought to endeavor arduous in 
persuading the partners and diverse a times it would neglect to influence them concerning the long run benefits 
of Green advertising when contrasted with fleeting costs. 
6. Avoiding inexperienced Myopia-Green showcasing should fulfill 2 goals: increased ecological quality and 
shopper loyalty. Misinterpreting either or overemphasizing the previous to the damage of the last is  named 
inexperienced showcasing ametropia. 
 
CONCLUSION 

Now this can be the proper time to pick “Green Marketing” globally. It can keep company with forceful 
amendment within the world of business if all nations will build strict roles as a result of inexperienced selling is 
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important to avoid wasting world from pollution. With the threat of world warming looming giant, it is 
extremely important that green marketing becomes the norm rather than an exception. Recycling of paper, 
metals, plastics, etc., in a safe and environmentally harmless manner should become much more systematized 
and universal. It has to become the overall norm to use energy-efficient lamps and different electrical product. 
Finally, consumers, industrial consumers and suppliers ought to pressurize effects on minimize the negative . 
Green marketing requires that consumers “Think Green, Think Eco-friendly” i.e. they want a cleaner 
environment and are willing to “Pay” for it, possibly through higher priced goods, modified individual life styles, 
or even Government intervention. Green marketing assumes even more importance and relevance in 
developing countries like India to realize the concept of make in India.  
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